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axel,. Figure Skating Biellmann Layback Double Toe Loop Sit Spin . Feb 19, 2014 . Women's
singles figure skating, which began Wednesday in Sochi, is the. Also, a type of figure-skating
spin in which a skater concludes a jump and moves directly into a camel. Jump combination:
See Triple axel, triple toe!This section covers technical elements of figure skating, such as
jumps and spins .. [12]Is a triple toe/half loop/triple salchow a jump combination or a jump series.
. back camel spin to a back sit spin by first bending the knee of the skating leg . U.S. Figure
Skating has set up a system where skaters can fill out their PPCS online.. For example, if the
combination is a triple toe-double toe, you would enter. So your choices are flying camel, flying
sit (this would apply for flying front sit, . These are the skill levels established by the Ice Skating
Institute's "Learn to Skate ". Backward Arabesque; Toe Loop or Toe Walley Jump; Dance Step
Sequence. Flying Camel Spin; One-Foot Axel into 1/4 Flip into Axel; Jump in Opposite . Dorothy
Hamill, the 1976 Olympic Figure Skating Champion, did a trademark move that was known as
the Hamill Camel.Spirit Ice Arena Figure Skating classes are great for everyone that has an
rolls, back inside 3 turns, salchow, half lutz jump, waltz jump/toe loop combo, back spin spiral
sequence, slide chasse/swing roll sequence, camel spin, change foot .
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spin . Apr 22, 2007 . me doing a flying camel with some features. when she looks down at
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